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classroom management strategies, instruction in ':he areas or'language arts,

reading, and mathematics, teacher education, teacher planning, effects of

external pressures on teachers' decisions, socio-cultural factors, and

teachers' perceptions of student affect. Researchers from many different

disciplines cooperate in IRT research. In addition, public school teachers

work, at IRT as half-time collaborators in research, helping to design and

plan studies, collect data, and analyze results. The Institute publishes
0
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This paper was prepared for an invitational conference on class-

room learning and motivation, for which the author was asked to pre-

pare a general position paper reviewing relevant research and drawing

implications. Consequently, the paper is a wide-ranging review of

c- theory and especially research on what is known about producing stu-

dent learning gains (especially in basic skills in the elementary 6

grades) and about motivating students to value and engage willingly

in academic tasks. In addition, the author Apeculates at length

about apparent implications of this material for teac her education

and teaching practice.

r.



1 FOSTERING STUDENT LEARNING AND MOTIVATION

IN THE ELEMENTARY SCHOOL ChASROOM1

Jere Brophy
2

I have been asked to comment on the policy implications of recent

educational research, and will do so, although-this means going consid-

erably beyond the actual findings of even the most relevant studies.

My conclusions may differ from others' conclusions based on the same

data in at least two ways.

First, I will mak few if any one-to-one linkages between specif

is findings from individual studies and specific policy recommenda-
u

Lions. Instead, I will base policy conclusions on what I see as com-

monalities cutting across large bodies of educational theory and re-

search and constituting what I believe to be well-established facts.

Second, my personal biases and value systems become involved

when inferences are drawn about the implications of information for

educational policy. Science can inform policy decisions, but scienti-

fic findings do not translate into such decisions directly. We know,

1

for example, that=teaching practices that maximize student learning

progress are often different from teaching practices

1
This paper was presented at the Summer Institute on Learning

and Motivation in the Classroom, June 8 - Q6, 1981, University of
Michigan, and is included In a subsequent volume containing the major
presentations made during the Institute. Parts of the paper were in-
vcluded in Recent Research on Teaching (Occasional Paper No. 40)
Institute for Research on Teaching, 1980. The author wishes to thank
Linda Anderson, Sharon Feiman-Nemser, Tom Good, Susan Melnick and
Mary Rohrkemper for their comments on earlier drafts, and June Smith
for her assistance in manuscript preparation.

2
Jere Brophy is co-director of the Institute for Research on

Teaching, coordinator of the Classroom Strategy Study, and professor
of Teacher Education and of Counseling, Educational Psychology, and
Special Education.
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that maximizd positive student attitudes toward the teacher. Consid-

erltion of other possible objectives, such as promoting moral develop-

ment or good group relationships, introduces further complexities.

Educational policy decisions involve accepting trade-offs in order to

make the most progress toward the goals that policy makers identify

as most important; making maximal progress toward all relevant goals

is out of the question.

In view of this role of personal biases,sbeliefs, and values in in-

fluencing attempts to discuss educational policy, I will begin by

identifying some factors that influence my stance (undoubtedly, there

are additional factors of which I am unaware). First, I am trained as

a developmental and clinical psychologist. I am interested primarily

in how individual teachers or students construe andlpe with their

roles in the classroom. This orients me toward the classroom rather

than the school or larger units of analysis, and toward the teacher's

interactions with the class, especially with individual students. I

-
am concerned primarily about elementary school, especially 'the early

grades. Most children in the early grades arelstill in what Piaget

calls the pre-operational period of cognitive development. Their

knowledge about themselves and about the physical world remains poorly

integrated and riddled with misconceptions, and their developing

crete operations are not yet functioning efficiently. I believe that

these and other characteristics of primary-grade students make them

qUalitatively different from older students who have become operational

in their thinking, and call for qualitatively different content and

methods of instruction. In general, I believe that essentially the

0
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same principles for effective teaching and learning apply across levels
I

of schooling ranging from third or fourth grade through graduate school,

but that many of these principles are inappropriate at the early grades.

Many of my criticisms of existing educational practicei do not so much

involve outright rejection of these practices, as the acknowledge-

ment that they are successful in some contexts but unsuccessful when

generalized inappropriately to other contexts (particularly other grade

levels).

Although I am interested in how context influences what consti-

tutes appropriate teacher behavior, I will concentrate on thetradition-

al public school setting in which individual reachers work with classes

of 20-40 students at a given grade level., This arrangement works

better than it is given credit for, although dt, clearly, is neither

necessary nor ideal. However, economic realities make tutoring or

drastically smaller class sizes unfeasible. Furthermore, although ed-

ucational practices continue to evolve, there is no reason to believe
4

that traditional practices will change drastically in the foreseeable

future. Recent experiences with various innovations, fads, and "im-

provements" indicate that teachers are not going to be replaced by

computers, audiovisual gadgets, or individualized materials, and only

9

relatively minor variations on the pattern of age-graded classes of

20-40 students Are likely to endure. It is unrealistic to develop ed-

ucational policy recommendations that involve eliminating the exist-

ing system and replacing it with an entirely new one. To be feasible,

any such recommendations must be confined to modest tinkering with the

existing system. No doubt, many readers will find this notion depress-

ing, but I do not. In fact, I believe that relatively modest tinkering
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with tile existing system can produce noteworthy improvements.

Finally, I am concerned about tLe average teacher working in,a

typical school with typical students dilring everyday activities. I

find it discouraging that so many schemes for improving school.,ng in-

volve either unfeasible changes in school organization, finance, or

governance, or prohibitively expeaive materials and equipment. Fur-

thermore, most of the rest seem to concentrate on the unusual: field

trips, visits from outside resource people, pull-out programs

for the gifted or learning disabled, Special this, special that. I

think we need much more attention to what is still the bread and butter

of schooling; instruction in academic content, and supervised practice

of basic skills.

Teacher Behavior and Student Learning

In recent years, a great dear of educational research has been

condlicted Chat links teaching processes to their outcomes (student learn-
*

ing and attitudes). Several recent reviews of the major findings of this

work are available elsewhere (Brophy, 1979a, Note 1; Good, Note 2; Medley,

19,'; '; Peterson & Walberg, 1979; Rosenshine, 1979), as are methodolog-

ical commentaries (Berliner, 1977; Brophy, 1979b; Doyle, 1977). Conse-
,

quently, I will discuss the major findings of these, studies onlybrief-

ly and concentrate on their potential policy implications.

The 1970's were a decade of great excitement and progress in re-

search on teaching. For the first time, researchers concentrated on the

individual teacher asthe unit of analysis (rather than masking individ-

ual teacher effect.; by aggregating data from all teachers working at a

given school or using a given curriculum). More sT,!cifically, they col-

lected data based on sustained observation of teacher behavior (rather

than pencil and paper measurement of teachers' status characteristics,

0
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attitudes, or personalities). They also began to focus more on inser-.

vice rather than preservice teachers, which al3owed them to stpdy teach-
-

ing under more naturalistic conditions, and to compare groups who had

established contrasting "track records" of effectiveness as defined by

relative success in producing student learning gains on standardized

tests. Comparability of data from different teachers was enhanced by

exercising control over the contexts within which instruction was to

be observed (grade level, subject matter, student status characteristics,

time of year) and/or by observing teachers often and long enough to build

up a reliable sample of their teaohing'behavior. Sophisticated, multi-

variate classroom observation systems were introduced that combined high

inference ratings with low inference coding of specific behaviors, al-
.

lowed for sefarate coding and analysis of behavior that occurred in se-

partite contexts, and expressed classroom process measures not merely as

'frequencies per unit of time but-asFercentages of the total number of

times,that the behavior in question might have been observed or expected.

These and other methodological improvements (c,f. Brophy, 1979b), used

initiqlly in several correlational studies (Brophy & Evertson, 1976;

Evertson, Anderson, Anderson, & Brophy, 1980; Good & .Prouws, 1977;

McDonald & Elias, 1976; Soar & Soar, 1972; Stallings & Kaskowitz, Note

3; Tikunoff, Berliner, & Rist, Note 4) and later in experimental studies

(Anderson, Evertson, & Brophy, 1979; Good & Grouws, Note 5; Program on

Teaching Effectiveness, Note 6; Stallings, Cory, Fairweather, & Needels,

Note 7; Stallings, Needels, & Stayrook, Note 8) have yielded a reasonably

coherent body of data linking specific teacher characteristics and be-

haviors to students'. learning of bosic skills. Let us consider a few of

the major conclusions from this work.
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Teachers Make a Difference

6

1 le,
Common sense suggests that some teachA's will teach more, or teach

. . . .,

mare effectively, \hen others, so that their-stuAnts will learn more.
..

.

- -

Yet,.in the late 1960's, writers like Stephens (196 asserted that learn-.

!* p1 ,

ing depended almost entirely on events
.

oAurring spontaneously within stu-

dents, sb that the identity and behavior&f the teacher were almost irrel-

evant: Data frovithe Coleman report (Coleman, Campbell, Hobson,

McPartland, Mood, Weinfield, .&York, 1966) seemed to suppoft this. How-
'

ever, 1970's research focusing on the7teacher as the unit of analysis

established that teachers differ in_effectiveaessin producing student

learning gains. -Correlations of class mean residual gain scores from

one year to the next are not high, usually averaging about .30 (Acland,

1976; Veldman & Brophy, 1974). This indicates the need for.more research

on changes in class size and composition, cohort effects unique to speci-
,

fic classes; and teacher health and welfare factors that affect'stability

/I)in teacher behavior and teacher effects. In any case, despite these fac-

tors, it is clear. that some teachers are reliably more effective than

others.

6

Teacher Ex ectations And Role Definitions ALeImportant

Students tend to learn more when their teachers believe that instruct-

ing students in the curriculum is basic to the teaching role, expect their

students to learn, and act accordingly. These teachers make it their bus-

iness to see that students master key objectives of the curricultri, re-

teaching or finding another way to teach if the first approach is not suc-

cessful. They run business-like, task-oriented classrooms (Brophy &

Evertson, 1976; Rosenshine, 1979).
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Effective Tirchers Keep Students Engaged at Meaningful Tasks

Effective teachers are successiul in part because they not only al-

locate a lot of time for instruction but actually spend most of that time
A

actively instructing the student's or supervising.their work on assignments.

They minimize the time devoted to transitions and other purely procedur-
0k . . ,

al matters, and esgecially the time devoted to dealing with classroom,

disruptions. In part, they accomplish this by displaying signal con-

tinuity, with-itness, oyerlappingness, challenge and 'variety in assign-
.

ments, and other principles of . effective group organization and manage-
r

ment defined by Kounin (1970). Much of this boils..down to IpiniTizing

disruption and off-task behavior through prevention. Students dre like-

ly to remain attentive and. engaged when their teacher presents an appro-
!

priate activity for them to focus on, keeps it moving at a good pace,

and monitors their responsiveness.

Recent work by Evertson and Anderson (1979) shows that organizing

the classroom to maximize student engagement in meaningful tasks involves

a great deal of instruction in classroom procedures and xoutiines, espe-

cially in the early grades. It may be necessary for the teacher to begin

the year by e.ving detailed instructions (often supplemented by opportun-

ities for practice and feedback) to teach students when and how to make

smooth transitions between activities, sharpen pencils, obtain needed

equipment, get help with an assignment, or check their work. Classrooms

that seem to run automatically usually result from careful planning, pre- -

parationz and direct instruction in these procedures and routihes at the

beginning of the year, with periodic review as needed.

Task engagemenois not enough by itself. Students must be engaged

in meaningful tasks if they are going to learn efficiently. Although

variety and a degree'of challenge are important, the key variable seems

1



to be pacing: Students learn the most when they proceed rapidly but in

very small steps. If they are consistently given work that is too dif-

ficult for them, they ,can be-expected to'-give up, and eventually to be-

come "motivationproblems,"

This is well known to educators as a general principle, of course,

but recent research on teaching makes a contribution by showing that Stu-

dents require a very high success rate in order to progress efficiently.

Theoretical sours vary on this point. The achievement motivation lit-

erature suggests that a 50% success rate is optimal for maximizing achieve-

, meet motivation, at least for individuals who do not fear failtire

(Crawford, 1978), and this finding has sometimes been inappropriately gen-

leialized and transformed int.o the notion that classroom questions and as -'

signMents should be geared to a 50% success rate. Similarly, writers

who stress the value of higher level or "thought" questions often imply

that learning that is "too easy" is likely to be repetitive, boring, pr

pointless.' On the other hand', mastery learning advocates usually demand

0 at least380% success on assignments and tasks, and programmed learning

advocates expect to approach 100%. Classroom data support the flatter

position, indicating that teachers who program for 90-100% success rates

on student assignments produce more learning than teachers who tolerate
A

higher failure rates (Fisher, Berliner, Ftlby, Marliave, Cohen & Dishaw;

1980).
a

'

The key concept here probably is mastery to the point of overlearn-

ing. Basic skills are taught in hierarchically organized and sequenced

strands, so that success at any given level usually requires application.

of Concepts and skills mastered at earlier levels. Typically, students

are not able to retain and apply concepts and sIcills unless they have

been mastered to the point of overlearning, so ti is vital to teach
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to this level of mastery consistently if consistent success is to be

reasonably expected. The high success rates seen in the classrooms of

effective teachers exist not only because the teachers avoid challenging

students with material that is too difficult, but also because they see

that students practice new knO4ledge and skills sufficiently to attain

the level of overlearning. Even so, they move through the curriculum at

a brisk pace, because they keep students profitably engaged in acade4c

activities most of the time.

Students Need Active Instruction from the Teacher

In general, students taught with structured curricula do better than

those taught with more individualized or discovery learning approaches,

and those who receive much of their instruction directly from the teacher

do better than those expected to learn on their own or from one another

(Bennett, 1976; Gage, 1978; Good, 1979; Rosenshine, 1976; Wright, 1975;

Zimmerman & Jaffe, 1977; 4cLOriald & Elias, 1976; Brophy & Evertson, 1976;

Good & Grouws, 1977; Stallings, Cory, Fairweather, &,Needels, Note 7;

Stallings & Kaskowitz, Note 3). It is difficult to imagine how ,it could be

otherwise, uespite the appeal and occasional elegance of huianistic and

discovery learning theories.

To learn independently, students must be able to read, understand,

and follow directions, identify key concepts, and correct their own errors.

Furthermore, they must be willing and able to sustain sufficient l4vels

A concentration and effort. This combination of ability and motivation

does not exist at all among students in the early elementary grades, and

probably exists in only a minority of older students. In any case,

students apparently learn basic skills most efficiently when systematical-

ly.taught, monitored; and given feedback by a teacher.

1 i3
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Students in the early grades require a lot of one-to-one dyadic in-

teraction with the teacher, who provides them opportunities for practice

and feedback. For efficiency reasons, most of this dyadic interaction

occurs within the small group setting, but it is dyadic interaction nev-

ertheless. At these early grade levels, teachers who call on students

to recite in a predetermined, patterned order during small group instruc-

tion tend to be more successful than teachers who call on students "ran-

domly" (Brophy & Evertson, 1976; Anderson, Evertson, & Brophy, 1979).

1

In part, this is because the pattern method provides structure to stu-

dents who may need it and cuts down on diFtractions caused by students

attempting to coax the teacher to call on them. Perhaps more importantly,

this method automatically insures that all students participate regularly

and roughly equally. Earlier research on the communication' of teacher

expectations to students (reviewed by Brophy and Good, 1974) showed that

most teachers who use the "random" method do not actually call on stu-

dents randomly. Instead, they tend to call on high achieving students

more often than low achieving students (and to provide longer and higher

,quality response opportunities when they do call on them). Also, the

more assertive students create more response opportunities for themselves

than the shy or withdrawn students do. calling on students in a prede-

termined, patterned order automatically reduces these discrepancies.

At higher grade levels, the need for dyadic interactions between

the teacher and each individual student gives way to the need for more

briskly paced lessons and activities in which the majority of the teach-

ers' communications are directed to the group or class as a whole. Whole

class presentations become the usual setting for introduction of new

material, with small group activities being used more for remedial and

if
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extra work with students who have difficulty keeping up. By about

fourth grade and increasingly thereafter, students typically,do not

need much individual interaction with the teacher. They are able to '

learn by paying attention to the teacher's presentations to the grout as

a whole (typically supplemented by interactions with a few individuals).

In fact, at the higher grade levels, it may be counterproductive for

teachers to interrup- large group activities for any length of time in

order to deal with concerns specific to an individual student, because

this may lead to loss of lesson momentum and problems of student inatten-

tion and disruption.

At any grade level, then, teachers must optimize their instruction

so that they neither present too much too fast, nor move too sl wly with

too much redundancy. The teacher effectiveness research of the 1970's

makes it clear that teachers who accomplish this task successfully will

produce more learning in their students, but it does not yield much in-

formation about how the task can be accomplished. How much new informa-

tion should be presented in today's lesson? How much and what kind of

practice or application opportunities will the class need? Who a.11 need

extra help, and what form should this help take? When will the class be

ready to move on, and how will the teacher recognize when this point has

been reached? These are among the questions that need to be addressed

in the research of the 1980's, particularly in studies of teachers' plan-

ning, thinking, judgment, and decision making (c.f. Clark & Yinger, 1977;

Shavelson, 1976; Brophy, Note 9).

Different Contexts Call for Different Teacher Behavior

A major contribution of the research of the 1970's was its attention

to context factors that influence the appropriateness of particular
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teacher behavior. "Context factors" subsume a broad range of variables

that would include student individual differences and status character-
,

istics (age, sex, race/ethnicity, social class, intelligence, cognitive

style) subject matter, Igroup structure (individual vs. small group vs.

whole class) task structure (lecture, discussion, recitation, drill,

seatwork assignment), instruction goals (introduce new material vs.

apply new material vs. review vs. generalize to new situations; pro-

mote mastery of basic skills vs. promote interest), and even time of

year (more attention to procedures and mechanics are required early

in the year). Few of these context factors have been studied yet,

and none has been investigated systematically. When investigators do

study such context factors, however, they almost invariably report sig-
.

nificant differences in what constitutes effective teaching in the dif-

ferent contexts studied (Brophy & Evertson, 1978).

Some,of these context differences combine to form larger pat-

terns, as in the relationship between student_age/intelligence/achieve-

ment level and the degree to which the student is directly dependent
i.

on the teacher for learning. In general, to the extent that students

are younger, less intelligent and/or less far along in mastering the

key objectives of a given curriculum, teachers will need to: structure

their learning experiences, give more detailed and redundant instruc-

tions and explanations; interact more individually and often with each

student; elicit overt responses to questions and performance demands;

provide individualized feedback; divide seatwork assignments into

smaller segments or devise ways to provide more frequent monitoring

and corrective feedback; and, in general, continually direct and

supervise learning activities.

Older, brighter and more skilled students can assume more of the

burden for managing their own learning, especially once they have made
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the transition from learning the tool skills as ends in themselves to

using the tool skills as means to learn other things. Several aspects

of 'cognitive development associated with movement from Piaget's preop

erational period into the period of concrete operations are.also import

ant here. In particular, the development of metaknowledge (awareness of,

and ability to monitor, one's present knowledge and how it is affected

by new input), metamemory (knowledge about memory,especially how to call

up relevant information where needed and how to commit new information

to memory efficiently), and related skills will enable students to begin

to approach learning tasks more systematically and with more continuing

awareness of what they are trying to accomplish. Improved memory and

concentration lead to the ability to work independently longer and on a

greater varioty of assignments. Other cognitive developments, combj_ned

with mastery of subskills to overlearning, allow students to begin to be

able to evaluate their work, to know whether or not they understand the

task and hbw to go about it, and to check their/ answers and identify er

rors.

The fact that students can assume more responsibility for their own ,

learning as they get older andtpore knowledgeable does not necessarily

mean that they should, however. At least with regard to basic skill mas

tery, the data indicate that, within any particular grade level, students

who get more active teaching from their teacher will learn more than stu

dents who get less such instruction. Thus, a/lough fourth graders can

work more independently than first graders, and eighth graders more so

than fourth graders, active teaching by the teacher remains important at

each grade. Even skilled adult learners will learn more efficiently when

guided externally (Larkin & Reif, 1976; Tennyson, 1980).

A second major cluster of context dependent relationships links
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student personality traits such as confidence-inhibition, assertiveness-

shyness, and field independence-field dependence to the teaching style

dimensions of demandingness-supportiveness and a businesslike, imperson-

al style versus an emphasis on warmth and personalized interactions. Stu-

dents who are bright_and confident, especially if they also tend toward

a field- independent cognitive style, tend to prefer and to achieve more

when taught by teachers who are oriented more toward sutject matter than

individuals, and who are intellectually stimulating but also demanding

in their interactions with students (Witkin, Moore, Goodenough,oodenough, & Cox,

1977), Such teachei.s challenge their students to strtch themselves in-

=

tellectually and to put forth the effort required to do the best they can.

Often they are sparing in their praise but detailed in their criticism,

although both the praise and the criticism tend to be impersonal and con-
,

'centrated on the quality of academic performance. By demanding the, ost

from students who are capable and desirous of fulfilling these demands,
ift

such teachers tend, to get the most from such students.

At the same time, however, they tend to terrorize or alienate other

students. These include all students who lack (or think they lack) the

ability to meet the teachers' high standards, but most especially those

who are anxious, insecure, or field dependent in cognitive style. These

students are frightened and discouraged by demands and criticism, but

they respond well to support and encouragement, especially from teachers

who get toAnow them personally and establish themselves as familiar and

concerned helpers rather than distant authority figures. The teachers

who are most successful with these students get top performance from

them not by demanding it (with implied rejection or punishment for fail-

ure to deliver), but by fostering it gradually through praise,
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encouragement, expressions of appreciation for effort, and shared pride

and happiness for accomplishment, and so on. Such support and encourage

ment is important for anxious or insecure students of any kind in any

setting, but especially so for students whose racial/ethnic group or socia

class membership makes them part of a minority group attending a school

dominated by a majority from which they are (or feel) excluded (Brophy

& Evertson, 1976; Kleinfeld, 1975; Peterson, 1977; Solomon & Kendall,

1979; St. John, 1971; Witkin, Moore, Goodenough, & x, 1977).

TeacherStudent Matching

One way to attempt to respond to these interactional relationships

would be to match teaching styles to students' preferences. This is of

ten feasible at the college level, where several, instructors may teach

the same course, and where student preferences have become developed to

the point that some students will recognize and be able to act on them.

It is seldom feasible at the elementary level, hoyever..-' Furthermore,

both logical considerationS and empirical data suggest that such match

ing might not be in the long run best interests of the students, even

where it is feasible (Brophy, 1978).

The logical problem here is that matching that caters to existing

learning styles or preferences will reinfbcce those styles or preferences,

and thus make the students even more extreme on those-f/imenEjons than

they already are. In the case of students who are overly anxious or

teacherdependent, this is clearly not desirable. These students should

get the support and encouragement they need, but ideally should be gradu

ally wean6d away from their dependence.. They probably will be better off

in the long run if they gradually learn to become more assertive, to make

decisions and accept responsibility for Oem, and to advance their ideas
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even when they may be risking failure or disapproval.

Although it is not as obvious, reinforcement of extremes of traits

like assertiveness or field independence can be courLarproductive, too.

Individuals with little interest in or tolerance for the thoughts or

feelings of their peers might become better rounded persons if they

learned to pay more attention to social stimuli. In addition to these

logical considerations, there are data to indicate that teaching students .

in the style to which they are accustomed or the style that they prefer

does not necessarily lead to better achievement, even though it might

lead to Netter attitudes (Dorsel, 1975; Peterson, 1977; reterson &

Janicki, 1979).

Thus, attempting to match students to teachers probably is neither

feasible nor effective as a solution to the problems of optimizing edu-

cation raised by data on interactions between learner characteristics

and teacher behaviors. Instead, students probably will be better served

in the long run if teachers are trained to recognize and respond appro-

priately to individuals' needs and preferences. Ideally, this would in-
c.:

dude not merely providing students with the treatment they seem to re-

quire (or at least respond well to) at the moment, but also weaning them

away from narrow, rigid preferences toward a more flexible and differ-

entiated ability to handle a broad variety of situations and people.

Thus, students who need a lot of personalized interaction and support

would get it, but even while providing it, the teacher would gradually

wean them from such dependence and develop assertiveness, frustration

tolerance, and self-assestment and reinforcement skills. Similarly,

teachers who have been bringing along anxious or alienated students slow-

ly could become more demanding as the students' tolerance for and abil-

ity to respond'to challenge is improved.
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Policy Implications

Policy implications were often implied in the above review of re-

search, but in this section I will state these more formally and expand

on them, focusing on successful instruction in batic skills. This is .

not my only concern: I also favor teacher attempts to promote general

mental health in their students, to foster prosocial behavior and cooper-

ative group relationships, to instill a Rive of learning, and in general,

to pursue a variety of worthwhile affective and social objectives in ad-

dition to inculcating knowledge and skills. I do believe that instruc-

tion is central to the teacher's role, however, or at least should he,
. .

and my remarks reflect this belief.

Teaching effectiveness Is Context Bound

There are few if any generic teaching competencies that apply in

any and all teaching situations. (Failure to appreciate this has led to

some misguided teacher-accountability schemes at the state level). As-

pects of teaching that do seem truly generic tend to be fundamental

principles such as "match the level of instruction to the abilities and

needs of the learners," rather than specific behavioral prescriptions.

Many skills are important to do well when the skill its.. f ic rele-

vant. Clarity in giving explanations is an example. Whenever the teach -

s.ez must explain something, it will be important to do so narly (Land &

Smi , 1979). However, in many teaching situations the key variables

are not e *lanation abilities but abilities to conduct fast-pac'ed drills

or lead discus ons. In these situations, clarity of explanation an''

other skills import t for didactic teaching are inappropriate or irrele-

vant. 'Specification of lat constitutes effective teachingimust include

attention to context variable such,as grade level, subject matter,
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instructional objectives, degree of familiarity of tLe content, and many

others. PrObably because of my training in developmental psychology, I

have emphasized the context variable of student age/grade level (ard with-

in grade level, student ielligence/achievement level). As a general

rule, older students can learn more efficiently on their own or from one

another than ,can younger students, and within grade level, brighter or

more advanced students can learn more efficiently by themselves or from

one another than can slower students or students encountering subject

matter for the first time. The latter students will need more direct in-

struction from the teacher, along with closer monitoring and more fre-

quent feedback and structuring when they do begin to work on assignments

on their own.

Young Students Should Not Be Expected To Learn Primarily On Their Own

Although I believe that these statements hold up in general, they

apply especially to the early grades. Until about the third grade in

high socioeconomic status schools and about fourth grade in low SES

4
schools, few children have mastered tool skills to the pointjthat they

can apply them efficiently for learning from reading text and for under-

standing written directions for follow-up assignments. It is for this

reason that so-called individualized instruction programs have not worked

effectively, and in my view rill never work effectively, in the early

grades.

My objection here is not to the concept of individualized instruc-

tion, but to its operationalization in practice. In principle, the no-

tion of individualized instruction is quite correct: Learners should

be presented with materials, instruction, and assignments appropriate to

,their levels of skill development. When the learners are functional

22
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readers who have developed learning-to-learn skills, the needed instruc-

tion can be built right into the materials in step-by-step fashion,

complete with practice exercises, criterion-referenced test's, branching

programs that route learners toward needed remediation sequences, and

all the. rest. This method will not work automatically 6r perfectly, be-
.

cause even bright and well-motivated students who are getting the right

answers will develop incorr4ct concepts if left on their own too long

(Erlwanger, 1975). It will work reasonably well in general, however,

and very well when students are both highly motivated and able to get

help when they need it.

411 of this collapses, however, if learners are unable to learn ef-

ficiently by reading and working independently on assignments. They do

not get the so-called instruction because they cannot read or understand

it, and even the exercises become mostly meaningless because the learn-
,

ers are not aware of what they are doing or what they are supposed to

get out of it. In practice, then, so-called "individualized instruction"

in the early grades tends to mean little or no instruction at all, and

much time is spent groping through bewildering assignments.

The problem is not confined to skills, either. There is also the

matter of learning set. If we seriously expect children to learn inde-

pendently by working through programmed materials (or, for that matter,

to learn by discovery or through interaction with peers), we must assume

not only that they can use tool skills efficiently, but also that they

have sufficiently developed metacognitive and self-monitoring skills,

mathemagenic or learning-to-ldarn skills, attention span and concentra-

tion skills, interest in learning, and (for most objectives) an orienta-

tion toward learning facts and concepts in addition to sensorimotbr

skills.

23
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Few students in the early grades 'have this combination of traits

and skills; this is "why (given that one teacher must teach 25 or 30

students) the traditionally-used methods developed through trial and er-

ror seem quite appropriate: teacher structuring of learning objectives,

active instruction by the teacher, emphasis on rote learning and practice

of skills that must be mastered to overlearning, frequent elicitation

of overt responses from and provision of feedback to each individual stu-

dent (small group instruction is merely a mechanism to make this individ-

4'ualized instruction more feasible), reading aloud, and the rest. Granted,

it is important to stimulate children's curiosity, to provide opportun-

ities for creativity, and to stimulate them to'' think and speculate about

'new things, 'but we should not lose sigtt of the fact that active instruc-

tion and practice of basic skills to overlearning are essential. Know-

ledge and skills must first be mastered before they can be applied.

Teachers Should Be Active Instructors

Many educational critics and would-be reformers'have suggested that

teachers talk too much, that they spend too much time ]tacturing students

and not enough time asking them questions and giving them opportunities

to make contributions or interact with one another. I disagree with

this on principle, because I believe that students usually will get more

out of listening to the teacher than to one another. I will grant, how-

ever, that many teachers, especially at the high school and collpge lev-

els, do not make sufficient use of discussion or other non-lecture forms

of instruction when these would be appropriate or even preferable to

lecture.

Be that as it may, I want to focus here on the notion that teachers

spend most of their day lecturing to their students. This may have been

1.7)

.0

O
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true 20 years ago and uay even be true now in high school or college,

but itis not generally true in the elementary grades. If anything, the

opposite is more typical. My own classroom research in Texas and

Michigan, as well as most of the comments I have heard from other class-

room investigators, suggest that, along with difficulties in classroom

management, the most generally 4se-ved failing of elementary school.

teachers is that they do not, spend enough time actively instructing

their students. By "actively instruting" the students, I meaning pre-

senting information to the whole class Or to small groups in the form of

lectures, demonstrations, explanations, and the like (c.f. Good, 1979,
4.

Note 2, re the terms "active instruction" and "direct' instruction ").

These behaviors are what the average person associates with the term

"teaching," but they are surprisingly infrequent in many of today's

elementary school classrooms. Too many contemporary teachers spend a

lot of time managing the classroom and distributing, monitoring, and cor-

recting individual work assignments, but very little time teaching.

Teachers tell me that this is fallout from the emphasis id the 1960's

and early 1970's on teacher-proof curricula and deVelopment of programmed

.and individualized learning packages that changed the teacher's role from

instructor to instructional manager. Some have also claimed that the

accountability press at the local level was such that one was not consid-

ered an effective teacher if he or she spent much time trying to instruct

the students instead of administering criterion-referenced. tests, using

newly purchased instructional materials, and so on. In any case, what-

ever the reasons, I believe that many elementary teachers have been side-

tracked from what traditionally was, and in my view still should be,
. ,

1

their primary role as instructor to their- students. In this regard, I
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/
...s also believe that teacher

.education institutions should recognize these/

realities and return to their former emphasis on Iseparing teachers to

instruct, rather than continuing to make student teacher feel guilty if

they spend much time trying to do so.

Stress Individual Growth, Not Group Homogenization

We know that occupation, income, education, measured intelligence,

and other factors all intercorrelate, so that relative differences be-

tween children widen as they develop. Proper concern about tnis has led

to improved prenatal care and nutrition programs for the poor, projects

Headstart and Follow-Through, and many other Useful, and to some degree,

effective programs. However, it also has led to some misguided goal set-
.

ting, in particular, a tendency to stress reducing relative differences

rather than optimizing individuals' development. This is seen,most clear-

ly in the writings of Ben Bloom and other master, learning advocates, and

of people who try to deny the reality of individual differences.

The fact is, however, that individual differencses not only, are

quite real, but function such that they tlhould cumulate over time. Part

of what makes one person brighter than another is that the brighter

personcan learn more in a given unit of time (and furthermore, will

probably require less repetition and practice to be able to retain

this learning). What if these two people are both provided with op-
-

timal environments (in particular, optimal nurturance and intellectual

stimulation througt. education)? It seems intuitively obvious tq me

that this will produce two results: 1) both individuals will develop

intellectually to their genetically programmed limits; and 2),,ovii time,

the relative diffe.redces between the two individual will continue td
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increase (because all along, the brighter individual will be learning

more in a given unit of time than the other person will).

This implies to me that educators should concentrate on helping

each individual develop to his or.her intellectual potential, and not

on minimizing the differences between individuals or groups. The latter

can be done only by deliberately -withholding stimulation or educational

opportunities from brighter students-who have already mastered what other

students are still struggling With. Thus, within a mastery learning pro-

:

gram (or any learning program) it is sens -to seek a reduction in the

variance in scores only in a narrow sense (there should be r uced vari-
-J

ance on scores indicating mastery of lower level objectives which every-
..

one is expected. to master). There should not, however, be reduced vari-

ance in a laigerctense4 students who master all of the objectives in a1 ,

4"?

program (or a part of the program) should then go on to other things

rather than,spin.their wheels waiting for other students to catch up.

The criterion for judging the effectiveness of a teacher or program

with a particular individual should be how far along that.individua.

has moved from where he or she started, and not how that individual

compares with other individuals.

Formal Operations Should Not Be Assumed

$

--Widespread discussion of Piaget's four'stages of-intellectual de-

velopment has left the impression that every4nitpossesses functioning

formal operations by adolescence. This is not true. Formal operations

remain, undemonstrated in many individuals (and even in certain entire

societies, where there is no formal schooling). In a great many other

individuals, formal operations can be shown to be present only in the

most rudimentary and narrowly_defined sense. Only -a minority-of people
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develop efficiently functioning formal operations that can be used for

conceptualization and problem solving in everyday life. 'Most of these

are people who graduate from college and move into careers that provide

continual stimulation and opportunity to exercise formal thought. Even

among these people, formal operations tend to be evident primarily only

in their areas of expertise. As Piaget himself remarked, he displayed

formal operations in his research and writing on epistemology and de

velopmental psychology, but he was strictly sensorimotor when he tried

to diagnose or repair car trouble.

I mention this because I think that we in higher education (especi

ally those involved in teacher education and curriculum development for

elementary and $econdary schooling) have tnrealistically high estimates

of the average person's (let alone the average child's) capacities for

learning and understanding: ..- Many of the math and science concepts that

we tend to teach"at a given grade level will not be truly mastered by a

large proportion of the studenls, let alone mastered to the point that

they-can be applied. The same is probably true, although it is harder

to see and demonstrate, with regard to abstract concepts in humanities

and social studies. Even at the seniorhigh level, Many students in fi

even the best schools will be very concrete thinkers, and most students

in other schools will be toe., This has implications about what we can

realistically teach; and what methods we ought to use in trying to do so.

There Are No Shortcuts to HigherLevel Objectives

Many educators, especially curriculum theorists, criticize teachers

for frequently emphasizing lowlevel objectives and presumably slighting

_higherlevel objectives. Many, mathematics educators, for example, be

lieving that calculators bave'rendered many traditional math skills

23
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obsolete, would like to drop from the curriculum such things as computa-

tion of square root or multiplication and division problems that use

numbers of greater than two digits. I think this is misguided.

First, the very term "low-level objectives" and its synonyms mis-

leadingly suggest that such objectives are trivial and easily mastered.

Neither is true. Data from the National Assessment of Educational

Progress, from the Michigan state assessment, and from other such large

scale evaluations indicate that vast numbers of individual students, and

in many cases, the majority of the students in a given school, have not

mastered even fundamental objectives in basic skill areas. I can under-

stand the_notion of reducing emphasis on teaching these skills if and

when educators begin to teach them successfully, but this has not yet

happened.

Furthermore, everything that educators know about learning of'com-

plex and hierarchically organized skills tells us that higher-level ob-
--------

jectives will not be well comprehended, let alone mastered, until lower-

level objectives are-not only mastered but mastered to overlearning so

that they can be combined and applied to the learning of more complex

material. In short, higher-level knowledge assumes and requires lower-

level knowledge as prerequisite, and application requires mastery and

a

integration of lower-level facts and skins. This is easy to see in

something Pike math, but the principle holds up everywhere else, too.

Except for a very few minor mechanical or copying errors, performance

must be perfect on low-level objectives if success on higher level ob-

jectives is to be reasonably expected.
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Pacing Should Be Brisk But Realistic

A related point is that successful teachers move students along at

a rapid pace, but move in very small steps from one objective to the next.

Because much of the curriculum in the early years is cumulative, and

because of the factors mentioned in the previous section about the need

S for true mastery of lower-level objectives before high - level' objectives

P
can be mastered,. it is essential-to avoid trying co move students to

quickly through material (without sufficient time for practice to over-

learning), or trying to move them in steps that are too large for ef-

ficient progress.

r

Most of us in education are familiar with achieverTotivation

theory and research suggesting that tasks of a 50% difficulXy level max- .

imize motivation. This may be true for individuals high in success seek-

ing and low in fear of failure who are operating in play settings. How-

evetrzol--is-a-work -setting- where- failure has serious social and per-

sonallconsequences, and where many students are much more concerned about

avoid'ng failure than about seeking success.

11

Fven for students oriented toward success, excessive demands become
1

counterproductive., Recent work by Harter (1978) indicates that in school

settin s, the kby variable affecting student motivation is not the degree

of suc ess that can be achieved with sustained maximal effort, but the

degree that can be achieved with what the student sees as reasonable

effort
IS

Fu thermore, school tasks involve cognitive learning, in which a\r'

\

I

50% failure rate not only does not promote motivation, but is discourag-

ing to the poit of extinguishing further effort for most students.

Learning, involvps cognitive strain, and the level of strain associated
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with tasks on which, only a 50% success rate can be achieve is such as

to make efficient learning impossible for many students and extremely

difficult for the rest.

Observational studies of teaching effectiveness suggest that effec-

tive teachers ask questions at a level that allows about 75% to be an-

swered correctly (perhaps 70% for hidiability students, and 80% or more

for low ability students). In seatwork assignments on which students

are going to work independently, success rates at 90 or 95% are more ap-

propriate. These considerations indicate that teachers should move stu-

dents through curricula briskly but in small steps, with emphasis on con-

tinual mastery.

*

The Need for Thoroughness in Probing the Limits of Learning

Early in the game, most teachers vastly overestimate the degree to

which their students understand and remember what they say. In part,

this is usually because the teaching has not been as good as it could be.

However, even when the teacher does everything well, results are likely

to be discouraging with, many students (at least until the teacher develops

more realistic expectations). This overestimate of student learning is

not accidental; it results from systematic student behavior. Out df

somecombinatiOn of a desire to please the teacher and a desire not to

look had in front of their peers, most students learn to give the appear-

ance
.

ance of paying attention and understanding, to cover their confusion,

and to remain quiet when the teacher.asks if there are any questions.

Students often don't even realize when they need help, and when they do,

they may be reluctant to seek out the teacher.

Furthermore, even when students do understand the teacher at the

level of receptive learning, they often do not understand well enough

*
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to process the information, make it their own, and be able to explain it

in their own words. Thus, they can handle an objective recognition test

with items worded almost exactly as .the material was presented in the

first place, but they will have difficulty with questions or assignments

that require them to integrate, generalize, or apply the material.

The lesson here is that in addition to.pl.esenting information to

students, it is important for teachers to get responses from them,parti-
,

cularly substantiVe responses that require them to integrate or operate

on the material rather-than-merely'fegiii-gitate it. A knowledge of de-

velopmental psychology is important here, espec4311y Piagetian insights

into the nature of children's thinking. Unfortunately, education majors

rarely get enough of the right kind of developmental psychology (c.f.

-Case, 1975, 1978) to help much in this regard.

Piaget and other developmental psychologists have shown that child-

ren's knowledge not only is limited by ignorance (lack of information),

but is riddled with misinformation and misconceptions. Some of this is

due to the limited or unusual experiences of individual children, but

much of it is due to the fact that concrete experience is often mislead-

ing. The sun seems to move around a stationary earth. Except when the

wind is blowing, air seems to be empty nothingness--a,vacuum. When stand-

ing still, we feel voluntarily motionless on stationary ground-,-there

is no sense that we are spinning at 1,000-miles per hour and held in

place by a balance of powerful physicdl forces.

These and other shared but misledting Lxperiences predispOseus to

misconception and confusion when confronted with some of the formal know-

-
ledge taught in school. Many "predispositions to misconception" are uni-

versal or at least very widely shared, so that familiarity with them
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would help teachers to know what questions to ask or what points to

stress in therir instruction. The examples developed by Piagetianpsychol-
A

ogists are mostly in science, but examples exist in all fields and are

beginning to draw the attention of scientists concerned with curriculum

and instruction in schools.

For example, the Journal of Mathematical Behavior, established in

1971, is devoted to study of the preconcePtiengand thinlanz-processes

us'ed-537-gEridents in apprehending mathematical problems. Many of the art-

iclas illustrate how students' preconceptions are often misconceptions,

and how their thinking processes are often seemingly logical but misap-

plied or simply incorrect. Nor are these problems confined to young

. children: Matz (1980) includes the following in a list of 33 algebra

errors commonly made by high school and college students

Evaluating 4X When X = 6 as 46 or 46X.

Evaluating XY when X = -3 and Y = -5 as -8.

Computing 2X divided by 2X to be O.

Claiming-one cn't multiply by X because "you don't know what X is."

Other research has s'o)wn that such fundamental misconceptions of

basic algebra are common even among professors (Lochhead, 1980). Among

children in the early grades, certain persistent errors have been identi-

fled even in addition and subtraction. For example, Davis and McKnight

(1980) found that practically no third or fourth graders solved the fol-

lowing subtraction problem_correctly wit%aut help the first time they

saw it;it; 7,002 -,25. Furthermore, because of common misconception about

the process of "borrowing" during subtraction, one particular incorrect

answer was common: 5,087. The misconceptions that led to this incorrect

response proved to be persistent and difficult to remove even with tutoring.
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Rosnick and Clement (1980) encountered similar problems in trying to get

College students to master seemingly simple algebra problems such as the

following.

Write an equation using the variables S and P to represent the
following statement: "There are six times as many students as
professors at this university." Use S for the number of students
and P for the number of professors.---
Obviously, we need more information about these predispositions to

misconception, and about what can be done to counteract them effective-

ly through improvements in curriculum design and instructional methods.

Such information is needed not only in math and science, but in all aca-

demic fields. In my opinion, this kind of information will have much

more application to education than information about memory storage and

retrieval and other topics currently being pursued by psychologists in-

terested in human learning. Be that as it may, existing data on stu-

dents' predispositions to misconception indicate that it is important

for teachers not only to present new information., but to integrate that

new information with existing knowledge, using concrete examples and ap-

plications, to probe -the limits of students' learning in order to

identify common misconceptions, and to actively counteract these miscon-

ceptions through appropriate preventive or remedial instruction.

Student Motivation to Learn

ISt is clear from the foregoing that I believe that a growing body

of information is available about teaching and learning in the classroom A

and that this information shculd inform educational policy decisions.

Turning from teaching and learning to student motivation in the class-

room, I become much less impressed with the relevance and potential ap-

plication value of available information. Consequently, I will not so
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much review research and infer policy implications, as I will identify

what I see as limitations on the applicability to the classroom setting

of motivational principles developed from other settings. Then I will

describe areas of needed research that might_prove_mo,reapplicable.

my approach here centers on application by teachers:

What can teachers do to build student motivation to learn (tendency to

approach tasks with serious intent to do them carefully and get thebene-

fit from them, and not just merely to 'complete them)? I find approaches

developed from animal or human research conducted outside classroom set-

tings to have only limited' value for answering this question. The con-

cepts and principles contributed by these approaches seem more useful

for describing individual differences in student behavior than for pre-

scribing what teachers can do to motivate their students to _Learn.

The problem is most obvious with drive concepts from classical

learning theory, which were develdked from research on (mostly subhuman)

organisms motivated by deprivation of tissue needs. This has little ap-

plication to the classroom,which is concerned with higher cognitive

activities in students whose purely biological needs are usually satis-

fied. ,

More recently developed concepts involving the operation of need

hierarchies, equilibration, or the arousal and satiation of curiosity

seem more applicable, but bear in mind that they, like most other con-

cepts of mativation, were developed to describe behavior in free choice

situations. Few teachers are teaching students who are in school by

choice and who have selected, the course on their own initiative because

they perceive it as relevant,to their own needs or vials. Attendance

at school and completion of_requirements_are_compulsory for--all-
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elementary students and most secondary students, and even in college, a

large percentage of the courses taken by any particular student is

juirci._Thus-r-seboclisawork setting in which individuals cope with

compulsory activities under some kind of accountability system, and not

a play setting offering free choice according to one's personal prefer-
,

ences. Rather than information about how to predict their students'

individual free choice behavior, teachers need to know how to motivate

the students to try to get intended benefits from acadeiic activities.

There are serious problems with traditionally recommended approerthes for

accomplishing this.

Need Theory

Information about individuals' need hierarchies is'helpful in anti-

-cipating their concerns and interests. It also predicts differences in

their free choice behaviors, but school is a work setting, and this limits

its application value there. Even information about need achievement,

which seems directly relevant to schooling, applies mostly to predicting

individual_differences, although there exist some ideas about developing

need achievement in individuals (teaching them to set goals based on .1.n-

ternal standaids, and to einforce themselves for success in meeting

these goals).

I see development of achieVement needs as only a partial solution

to motivation problems at best. First, need for achievement can be over-

emphasized. Too much of it may produte\people who are restless or in-

secure hecause they are overly competitive' with themselves or others.

I would de-emphasize building a need for achievement, and instead would

stress developing a vfaue or appreciation for achievement. At base'here

fs my belief that people can and should enjoy the processes that go into
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achievement,-and-not-merely the outcomes represented by success or task

completion.

Like other needs, and perhaps like motivation generally, need for -

achievement relates curvilinearly to efficiency, such that increases in

need intensity beyond some optimal amount,are counterproductive. Another

way to think of this be,ides intensity is flexibility: Concentration Zn

success (in meeting individual standards or winning, competitions with

others) is appropriate in certain contexts but not others. Ideally,

people will strive for success in contexts where this is appropriate,

but will not generalize this tendency to other contexts where this is

not appropriate. They will be flexible in responding to context differ-
.

ences:

A third point about need achievement, especially powerful and rigid

need achievement, is that it may detract from potential intrinsic motiva-

tion derivable from experiencing the processes of engaging in the task

at hand. Attribution theorists have shown that people's tendencies to

attribute their own task involvement to factors external to the task it-
'

,self may interfere with the quality of task pe forilance (Kruglaaiki,

1978). Inappropriately ppwerful or success-oriented achievement motiva-

tion would constitute such an external factor, even though it comes from

within the person (because it acts as a force driving and controlling

the person, just as an external force would).

Various-needs, in addition to the need for achievement, also pro-

vide useful clues to motivating students. Information about need for.

affiliation, for example, is useful in deciding whether students will

work better in a group or alone. In general, however, these other needs

are still needs, and thus subject to the same limitations as the need

tJr
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for achievement where it is used as a basis for motivating the students.

Reinforcement Theory .

Ie(is clleai that relatively neutral behaviors can be siaped by ap-

plying sufficiently powerful reinforcers. I will not argue with this

principle, but I will argue that its application to classroois has been

Oversold, and also that even to.the extent that reinforcement can be

used to control student behavior; it has potential side effects that

Call for limittng and,qualifyingjts use..

Availability. A great many reinforcers are available to teachers,

but none of them are very powerful. Unfortunately, the kinds of rein-/ ________
_

-forcers-available- to the typical teacher are most effective with stu--

. dents who least need external motivation or control mad are least ef-

fective with students who present the biggest problems (Walker, 1979).

Token systems driven by the types of powerful reinforcer? used in pri-

sons and mental hospitals cannot be applied in schools (even if this

were considered desirable), because schools do not have sufficient con-
°

tral over students' lives to enable them to use really powerful rein-
,

forcers when milder ones.are insufficient.

Applicability. Reinforcement is much easier to apply to overt be-

haviors than to internal thoughts, desires, or attributions; easier to -

apply to quantity than to quality of achievement; and easier to apply,

to frequency or rate of performance of already acquired skills than to

efficient acquisition of these skil.-- In education, the really diffi-
.

cult'problem is usually eliciting a given level of performance in the

first place, not reinforcing repetition of this level of performance

later. Thus, reinforcement may be useful for motivating persistence in

repetitious drill and practice, but it is difficult to apply (and may be

rJ r-1,
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counterproductive) when the goal. is to get students to concentrate,on

and absorb new learning (McGraw,' 1978).

Feasibility. Traditional foims of reinforcement call-for reward-

ing each successive approximation to a goal and maintaining tesired

rates of behavior using reinforcement schedules determined to be effec-

tive for the individual and the behavior In question. This simply can-
.

not be done in'the classroom. One teacher cannot even keep track. of,

let alone consistently reinforce, all of the relevant behaviors of all

of the students in the class (Emery.& Marholin, 1977). At best, the

teacher can concentrate on a few behaviors for most of the class and

*).

deal with a few individual students more intensively. Therefore, so

lcag as teachers must deal with classes of 20 to 40 students, attempts

to maintain 'all relevant behaviors at desirable levels through effici-
.,

ent reinforcement will remain practically unfeasible, even if theo-

retically possible,

Side effects. 'Attribution theorists have shown that extrinsic re-

wards (or in fact any extrinsic reason for doing a Caskcompetition,

time dealines, etc.) will decreise Intrinsic task motivation (at least

where such motivation has existed previously). Once you start paying

people for doing a task or offering them rewards for doing it, they

will be.less likely to do it voluntarily in the futUe (Lepper &

Greene, 1978). What is more, introduction of these extrinsic coAsid-

erations tends to reduce the quality of task engagementpeople become

more concerned about rewards they are expecting than about the content

of the task they are doing to get the rewards, and more concerned about

completing the,task (at minimal levels of acceptability) than about

doing the task well or thoroughly (Condry & Chambers, 1978). They de-
--

velop a piecework mentality rather than pride in craftsmanship.

39
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Many of these problems with traditional reinforcement application&

to the classroom are reduced with newer techniques. often called cogni

tive behavior modification (Meichenbaum, 1977). Here there is an empha

.sis on goal setting, selfmonitoring'bf behaVior, selfrecording of

havior, self4einforcement for meeting,goals, and the like. Such ttch

hiques.can be especially effective if combined with modeling of self

,

talk (the teacher models what students should say to themselves at key

'points in the task engagement). These techniques are more applicable

to internal events occurring during acquisition of knowledge and skills

:1103

than traditional reinforcement` is, and more feasible because they can be

used independently by students (thUt freeing teachers from4having to de

liver all reinforcement personally). Side effects can be minimized if

the emphasis is, placed onipoticing and tak ng pride in accomplishment

-rather than on extrinsic rein rcement for success.

Tie School Activities to Life Goals

One often recommended approach to classroom motivation,which draws

upon both need theoq 'and reinforcemert theory, is to attempt to present

academic activities as instrumental to success in life. StudeJts are

exhorted to work hardeand master academic skills because they can use

them to meet their own goals in the present or will need them to succeed

in the future. This is 'probably a good idea in theory, but4observations

in classrooms suggest that it is not done nearly as often as it could be,

and when it is done, it is often dorie in selfdefeating ways. Rather

than stress the positive by indicating the present or future application

value of what is being learned, teachers tend rto stress personal embar

rassment ("You donit want people to think that.you are ignorant") or

future educational or occupational disasters ("You'll never get through

4
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sixth grade," "How are you going-to get a job if you can't do basic

math?"). Other well-meaning motivation attempts cast the student in a

more positive fight but portray society.as a hostile environment (learn

to count so storekeepers don't cheat'you; learn to read so you don't

get taken when signing a contract). Rather than stir-up needless fear

or anxiety, teachers would do better to help students*to recognize and

appreciate developing knowledge and skills, and .to come to value these

for their own sake in addition to whatever application value they may
ti

have.

There are other problems in, trying to portray present school tasks

as applicable to futufe goals. For One thing, this can work only,when
. . ,

. ,

students see the future goals as attainable and believe that they are

making progress toward them. Students who do not buy into theseagoals or

who helieve that the.goals that are out of reach will be discouraged

/
/by such attempts motivAte.

Also, unless handled carefully, stress on a present task's instru-

mental value for future activities can have the effect of devaluing the

task itself, by making it seem to be just a hurt in one's path rather

.

than an intrinsically worthwhile activity. Consider the motivation of

inaervice teachers in courses they are, taking purely to build up credit

hours that will qualify them for higher pay.

Application of Attribution Theory

Weiner (1979) and others have shown that people's engagement, per-

sistence, and intimate success in achievement-related activities are

affected by their attributions for success or lailure outcomes.. Dweck

(1975) and others have shown that attribution retraining procedures can

alleviate learned helplessness. These and other classroom applications
.
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f attribution theoty are discussed

this volume, so I will not review

a few brief comments.

First, I believe that at

to make important contribut

proach to motivating stude

the relatively neglected

to ' inderstand individu

In particular, it co
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in detail in other presentations in

them here. I will confine myself to

tribUtion theory has made and will continue

ions to the development of a systematic ap-

nts in the classroOm. It focuses attention on

cognitive side of motivation, and it helps us

al differences in response to classroom events.

mplemelts reinforcement approaches, nicely by helping

us to understand why ostensible "success experiences" are not always re-

warding or motiv

bilitating. Th

tern of this

proach,,and

ating, and why ostensible "failures" are not always de-

ese,and the various contributions detailed in other chap-

volume underscore the value of the attribution theory ap-

it is within this context that I offer the qualifications

and criticisms below.

data

clue

I am igpressed with the breadth and consistency of experimental

on attributions, but I believe that attributions occur less fre-

ntly and have less predictable effects in everyday settings (includ-

ng classrooms) than the experimental data seem to imply. .First,'al-

thouelone can stimulate people to make attributions by questioning them,

there is little evidence that they spontaneously make such attributions

with regularity. Much behaVior consists of conditioned habits that are

responsive to situational contingencies and played out with little or no

conscious nonitoring,'let alone analysis of the reasons for outcomes.

ThWis especially true of young children, who ordinarily do not engage

in much self analysis, and when they do, are likely to reach false con-

clusions due to their egocentrism and immature social cognition. Thus,

4,2
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people in general and young children in particular probably engage in

relatively little attributional thinking.

Furthermore, the attributional thinking that does occur often in-

volves attributing outcomes to causes other than ability, effort, task

difficulty, and luck (Frieze & Snyder, 1980). Again, this is especially

a problem with young children, whose attributional responses do not al-

ways relate to other variables in ways that would be predicted from a

rational model of intellect. As I have argued elsewhere (Brophy, 1977)

in discussing the limited application of cognitive dissonance theory to

young children, cognitively based personality theories developed fr^m

research on adults usually assume implicitly thgt everyone has "become

operational" in the Piagetian sense-'-that the contents of the mind have

been organized into an integrated cognitive,structure -that apprehends

not only facts but the relationships between them. This level of cogni-

tive,development and organization must be present before cognitive incon-

sistencies will begin to be recognized regularly and to motivate efforts

at resolution. It will also be necessary before we can expect to see

systematic linkages among perceptions of success or failure, attributions

of these outcomes to causes and effects on self concept, future prefer-

ences for or persistence,in similar tasks, and so on. Thus, attribution

theory may have less systematic application to preoperational children

than it does to those who have become opera'..ionaj,even Jhere attribution-

al thinking does,occur spontaneously (c.f. Nicholls, 1979;. Surber, 1980).

My final concern with attribution theol'y applications is that they

may have overemphasized effort and underemphasized ability, particularly

in attribution retraining programs. First, although it is clear that

"helpless" students have learned to become frustrated quickly and to
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attribute failure to)lack of ability, successful or mastery-oriented

students do not typically show a parallel tendency to turn"their atten-

tion"from the task to self congratulation. Instead, they concentrate on

the procesSes of the task at hand when they are succeeding smoothly,

.and on problem solving efforts when they are not. Attributional think-

ing occurs only at the end of the task, if at all. These data suggest

that, with the exception of "helpless" students, students' engagement

in academic tasks might be improved more by programs that increased

their enjoyment of the actual processes of task engagement and their

abilities to tolerate frustration and cope with failure than by 'programs"

directed at their attributiOnal thinking. Cognitive behavior modifica-

tion approaches involving modeling with verbalized self-instruction seems

especrially applicable here.

Also, when successful or mastery-oriented children do make attribn-

tions concerning their task outcomes, they stress ability at least as

much as effort, especially when talking about success. I believe that

attribution retaining programs should have this same emphasis, at least

in programming success attributions. Recall Harter's (1978) finding

that success achieved with what is perceived as reasonable effort is

motivating, but success achieved only with sustained maximal effort is k

discouraging. Consider also Covington and Omelich's (1979) findings

that students prefer to be seen as both able and motivated over being

seen merely as well motivated. Such data indicate that the motivational

. value of successes will be maximized when students learn..to interpret

those successes in part aa evidence of ability, not just effort.

Attributing failures to (low) effort must be handled carefully.

First, it is essential that tasks be carefully matched to individual
t,

N
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students so that attribution of failure to effort: becomes a credible,

factual statement. If the task is such that the student is bound to

fail with even sustained maximal effort, attribution of that failure to

effort is not only incorrect but insulting and discouraging. Therefore,

teachers should be cautioned about the importance of task difficulty and

of insuring that attributions of failure to (low) effort are factually

accurate when applying attribution retraining,procditures, or the approach
r,

may backfire.

tr-

_ Even when done correctly,' though, there is a limit to what can be

gained by systematically attributing failure to, (low)'effort. Realities

of individual differences and limits on the degree to which schooling

can be truly individualized make it certain that some students will not '

be able to do what some of their peers do, even with maximum time and

effort. To me', this suggests that a complete attribution training pro-

gram would include attention to issues surrounding when it is sensiblg

and correct to attribute failure to (limited, but not necessarily low in

an absolute sense) ability, and what the implications of such attribu-

tion may be. Everyone cannot succeed at everything, and students have

to be helped to come to terms with that.

Build Intrinsic Motivation/Continuing Motivation

I believe that this approach is both the most important and the

least stressed among those considered here. If we really want students

to engage in academic activities seriously, it will be important to de-

velop in such students what traditionally has been called "intrinsic

motivation," and what Maehr (1976) calls "continuing motivation" (devel-

opment of interest in content that generalizes beyond the classroom).

This will mean developing students'_ tendencies to value knowledge
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and skills for their own sake, as Well as to value the exercise of such

knowledge and skill. -This should lead to enjoyment of the process of

learning, pride in craftsmanship when doing assignments, and recognition

of the personal benefit that accrues from doing the assignments. It is

not reasonable to expect students to,be excited or thrilled about their

participation in,academic activities (except on rare occasions), but we

can expect them to find such activities meaningful and valuable, to take

them seriously, and, to get somethinioue'laf--theil. The following methods

should help them to do so. "

First, adapt existing approaches with an eye toward communicating

desirable expectftions and attributions, stressing the j.ntrinsic value

of task participation and steady gains in knOwledge and skills rather

than extrinsic rewards or sanctions. Ekamples of now this can be done with

verbal praise are shown in Table 1, but-Od same principles apply to de-.

livery of rewards, as well. The key concept is that reinforcement should
-

focus student attention on desired task engagement and problem solving

processes, and not on extrinsic factors.

Second, consider task design. Certain tasks are enjoyed by most

paple, and others are commonly seen as drudgery. We need more atten-

tion to the variables of tasks themselves that affect motivation. Some

clues have come from aaalysis of games and recreation. However, as noted

previously, school is a work setting. Thus, the most valuable clues to

design of effective classroom academic taaks_probably will come from in-

dustrial psychologists' analyses of job characteristics as they relate

to job satisfaction, employee turnover, and the like. Employee satisfac-
, 4

:ion has bees found related to such job characteristics as range of vari

ability in the types of tasks included in,a job, degree to which the job

t"0



EFFECTIVE PRAISE

1. is delivered contingently

2. specifies the particulars of the accomplishment

Table 1

Guidelines for Effective Praise

INEFFECTIVE-PRAISE

3. shows spontaneity, variety, and other signs of credibility; suggests
clear attention to the student'i accompliShment

4. rewards attainment of specified performance criteria (which canin-
.clude effort crteria, however)

5. provides information to students about theit competence of the
value of their accomplishments

6. 'orients students toward better appreciation of their own,task-related
vbehavior and thinking about problem solving

7. uses students' own prior accomplishments as the context for describ-
ing present accomplishments 0

8. is given recognition of noteworthy effort or success at difficult
(for Otis student) tasks

'9. attributes success to effort and ability, implying that similar
successes can be expected in the future.

10. fosters endogenous attributions (students believe that they expend
effort on the task because they enjoy the task and/or want to develop
task-relevant skills)

11. focuses students' attention on their own task-relevant behavior

12. fosters appreciation of, and desirable attributions about, task
relevant behavior after' the process is 'completed

1. is delivered randomly or unsystematically

.2. is restricted to'global positive reactions

3. shows a bland uniformity that suggests a conditioned response made
with minimal attention

4. rewards mere participation, without consideration of performance
proctsses or outcomes

5. provides no information at all or gives students information about
their status

6. orients studetns toward comparing themselves with others and think-7
'ing about competing

uses the accomplishments of peers as the context for describing
students' present accomplishments

8. is given without regard to, the effort expended or the meaning'of
the accomplishment

9. attributes success to ability alone or to external factors such as
luck or (essy) task difficulty

10. fosters exogenous attributions (students believe that they expend
effort on the'task for external reasons--to please the teacher, win
a competition or reward, etc.)

11. focuses studente attention on the teacher ss an external authority
figure who is manipulating them.

12. intrudes into the ongoing process, distracting attention from task-
relevant behavior

Note: Table 1 is from Brophy, Jere. "Teacher Praise: A Functional Analysis,
Review of Educational Research, Spring 1981, pp. 5-32. Copyright 1981,
American Educational Research Association, Washington, D. C.

4'7
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provides feedback about the quality of performance, degree to which the

job allows opportunity to complete finished products, and degree to which

the job allows opportunity for creativity or decision making,. These and

other factors that affect worker satisfaction on the job probably have

parallels in academic tasks that would affect student satisfaction in

school.

Third, look at teacher presentation variables. Teachers probably af-

fect students' reactions to academic activities by the ways that they

present these activities and talk about them (Good & Brophy, 1978, 1980).

A given task should be'received better.by the students of a teacher who

presents it by articulating positive expectations and stressing the know-
!

ledge or skills. (or their application) that the task should provide, than

by students of a teacher who presents the task with little enthusiasm or

-4.7-.7"11"Pnio
Olen states, that the task is /unpleasant but must 'be done anyway.

1

Pilot work from my own research on student motivation in the clads-

room suggests that most teachers could be more positive in presenting

tasks to their students. Observations were conducted in six elementary

(grades 4-6) classes, during which teachers' comments made about tasks

as they were being presented to the students. were recorded. In 6R in-

stances, teachers simply launched directly into tasks without describ- .

ing or characterizing them. They did characterize the tasks in some way

most of the time, however, producing 249 presentation statements. These

were code:t,into 17 descriptie categories and tentatively typed as like-
,

ly to produce neutral, positive, or negative student expectations about

the task. These datv'are show in Table 2.

Teacher's made no introduction to the task at all 21% of 'the time,

made some king of neutral statement 29% of the time, described the. task

in positive terms 25% of the time, and said something likely to provoke

4E)
ti
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Table 2

Classification of 317 Task Presentation Statements

Observed in Six ElepentarySchool Classrooms

k

Task Introductory Category

None (teacher launches directly into the task with no introduction) 68 21

Cues effort (teacher urges students to work hard) 31 10

Continuity (teacher notes relationship between this task and previous
work students have done, especially recently) 29

Positive challenge/goal setting (teacher sets some goal or challenges '

the class to try to attain a certain standard of excellence 18 6

Suzvival value (teacher points out that Students will need to learn
these skills to get along in life or in our society as it is,con-
structed presently) 13 4

Recognition (teacher promises that students who do well on the taslt
will be, recognized with,symbolie rewards? hanging up of good flame

in the classroom, etc.) . 7 2

Extrinsic teward (teacher promises reward for good performance) 2 1

Teacher personallizes (teacher expresses personal beliefs or atti-
tudes directly, or tells the students aboutpersonal'experiences
'that illustrate the importance of this task) 3 1

Teacher enthusiasm (teacher directly expresses-his or her own liking
.for this type of task) .

.

Self-actualization value (teacher suggests that students .can' develop
knowledge or skill that will bring pleasure or personal satisfaction) OtO 0

Personal relevance--other (teacher makes some other kind of statement,
that tries to tie the task to the personal livcs or ...aterests of the
'students) 10 3

Cues positive expectation (teacher'states directly that the students
are expected to enjoy the task or to do well on it) 52 16

8 . 3

Threats/punishment (teacher threaten-, negative consequences for poor
performance 12 4

Accountability (teacher reminds students that the work will be care-
fully checked or that they will be tested on the material soon) 18 6

Tine reminder (teacher reminds students that they only have lithited
time to get the assignment done so they had better concentrate) 19 6

Embarrassment (teacher tries to show the importance of the task to
the students, but does this in a negative way, indicating that they
are likely to be embarrassed at snme time in the future if they do
not learn the skills involved) 1 <1

Negative Apology (teacher apologizes to the students for foisting this task.,
on them) 1 <1

Negative Cues negative expectation (teacher indicates directly that the
(students are not expected to like the task or to .o well on the
task) 25 3

317 100%
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negative expectations another 25% of the time. Thus, teachers took ad-

vantage of their opportunity to engender expectations about tasks only

about half of the time, and when they did, they were as likely to engend-

er negativeexpectations as positive ones. Only one of the six teachers

attempted to engender positive expectations with any regularity.

As can be seen in the table, the teachers generated quite a variety

of task presentations. Ironically, the only category that was not repre-

sented even once was that dealing with the intrinsic or self actualiza-

tion value of the tasks. More generally, it is clear froi the table that

these teacherS were not doing nearly as much as they could do to foster

intrinsic motivation(or continuing motivation) in their students for the

knowledge and, skills they were learning at school.

Recommendations

\ I believe that traditlonal sources of advice to teachers ahou

.motivaing their students need to be supplemented with no, research on

teachers', communication of expectations and attitudes through their pre-

sentations'of tasks to students, and on the nature of tasks themselves

and the affective reactions they engender. In the meantime, we can make

teachers more aware of their own role in shaping student attitudes toward

academic' activities, can see that teachers learn about communicating

positive expectations and attitudes through their own modeling and their

presentations of tasks, and can see that teachers are exposed to recent-
.

ly developed techniques sdch as cognitive behavior modification and at-
;

tribution retraining.
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Teacher Education

I have pained several policy implications concernirg what I be-

lieve teachers ought to be doing in their classrooms. These things are

much easier said than done, however, and it seems to me that they impiy

changes in teacher recruitment, education, and prOfessional status. Un-

fortunately, most of us are familiaryith the refrain, "those who can,

do, and those who can't, teach." This is gratuitously insulting to

.teachers and rightly resented as such, but it gets.to the heart of any

attempt to discuss educational policy in the United Sptes, in at^least

two wLys.
-el

First, especially at the secondary level, teaching was not theorig-.

inal or primary career choice, for many of those who end up in the
of

profession. For one reason or another$ many aspiring biologists or math-

ematicihns are not able to get advanced degrees or technical jobs in:

-these fields, and end up teaching instead. The fact that they, and most

of society, see this.as a step down in status and a less.attractive car-

eer indicates the relatively low esteem in whip the teaching profession is

held in our society. There is nothing Inh.cently necessary or correct

about this, howerer, as the relatively higher status of teachers in most

other societies., indicates.

A second problem implied in the "those who can't teach" notion is .

' that almost any functionally literate and reasonably stable person can

at least survive in the teaching role. Incompetence in the job will rot

have immediate public consequences such as,breakdown of industrial equip-
\

meet, stoppage of an assembly line, ruin of an experiment, or ldss:Of a

contract. "eachers' failings may be well known to their students, at

least after the first few grade levels, but they are unlikely to come to
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public attention unless classrobm discipline breaks down altogether.

The isolation within which most teachers work, combined with the fact

that they are seldom observed by principals or anyone else, makes it

possible for them-to survive indefinitely with minimal competence.

Note, however, that to acknowledge that it is pos'ible for incom-

petents to survive in the teaching role is -net to acknowledge that teach-

ing is a relatively simple task that merits the relatively low esteem in

which it is held in our society. On the contrary, almost everyone who

Spends time analyzing and observing teaching concludes ghat it is.an ex-

tremely complex task which is very difficult to doweii. Successful

teaching requires a combination of intelligence, dedication and energy

level, interest ii students as individuals, alas room organization and

management skills, and subject matter knowledge anal instruction skills

that does not exist spontaneously in many individuals (despite the notion

of "born" teachers), is not systematically developed in our teach9x edu-

cation institutions, and is not systematically or even :otal-ly rewarded

even where it exists by the general consensus of all conjerned. Perhaps

that is why this combination seems to be so rare these days.

At one level, the social policy implication here seems straightfor-

ward: We should be.more selective about who is accepted into teacher ed-

ucation programs in the first place, more serious and systematic in edu-

cating aad training the individuals who are accepted, more thorough in

monitoring their performance on the job, and more prepared to base tenure

and salary decisions on merit. None of this is likely to occur, however,

so long as the social status and rewards associated with the teaching

ua

pro7

-fession remaip,too low to consistently attract toy qlity personnel. I

see no signs of improvement in the situation at present., but there is at
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least some basis for hope for the future. As the implications of the

nearly universal adoption of-birth control and family plarining practices

begins to sink in on the American public (lower birth rate, changes in

the age structure of the society, strain on the social security system

' as the percentages of retirees rises relative to the .percentage of con-

tributing employees, etc.), and, as these same trends change the outlook

of individual parents '(emotional investments and concerns concentrated

in just One or two children rather than spread over a larger number),we

should begin to see clear changes in how children are viewed. In partic-
,

.ular, as, the continang oversupply of children to which we hAve become
t

accustomed evolves into a condition of stability cir even undersupply,

we should become less willing to write off significant percentages of'

each generation through "benign,neglect." In turn, this should l ead to

greater concern about school quality. Until such concern emerges, 'however,

the changes suggested below/are unlikely to occur on a systerfltic national

basis, although many might be implemented locally.

Entry Standards and Accountability

The entire 4ducational establishment, but especially the teacher

-

education institutions, need more emphasis on quality. I have in,mind

medical education as a model: Only selected applicants would be admitted

to teachei education programs in the first place, and these applicants

then would receive extensive, high-powered course work and laboratory ex-

periences while in school, plus several years of supervised apgrentice-
,

ship on the job. There would be much more skill development through

training and supervision; although no less education in the broader sense.

Individuals who lack the necessary intelligence, trainability,cor
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emotional.maturity would be weeded otit, preferably as early as possible.

'Preservice 3chication

I would divide teacher edUCation into finer segments than the crude

elementary versus secondary division in use at present. Ideally, there

would be four tracks: early, elementary, late elementary, middle school/

junipr high, and high school. I believe that each of these four segments

is qualitatively differentqrom the others in the cognitive and social/

emotional characteristics of the students served, the types of content

and activities to which the student should be exposed, and the instruc-

tional objectives and teaching methods that are likely to be most effec-

tive.

I would liketo see prospective teachers in each track get a strong

grounding in developmental psychology and related disciplines that would

help them to understand what the typgs of students they will be teaching

are like, how .hey got to be that way, and where they are headed (c.f.

Case, 1975, 1978). This groundingwould include, much more than a cursory

consideration of developmental stage theories. In particular; it would

include extensive exposure (both through direct interviewing and through

opportunities to read transcripts or observe videotapes) to the thinking

patterns of the kinds of students they will be teaching. This would in-
.,

elude not only exposure to students' thinking about conservation and

other topics stressed by developmental psyChologists, but also their

thinking about 'the subject matter they are studying in school Mat are

common misconceptions that later elementary-grade students are likely to

have about science concepts typically taught in these grades? What as-

pects of beginning reading instruction are likely to cause problems for

some students? Why? What are effective ways of overcoming these
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problems?). 'Exposure-to such content would ideally be followed up by

opportunities to tutor students or teach concepts to small groups (pre-

ferably with observation and feedback).

A great deal of useful knowledge now exists about effective class-

room organization and management (Brophy & Putnam, 1979). Future teach-

ers should not only be exposed to this information, but trained to apply

it efficiently. This would include a variety of routine but not unim-

portant skills (using audiovisual equipment, preparing effective illus-

trations or handouts, planning lessons and units, etc.).

There would be a great deal of. emphasis on teaching skills geared

to the content and learners that the fut re teacher will be working with.

This would include not merely selectin objectives and appropriate mia-,

terials, but presenting new information o students through lectures and

aemonstrations, conducting recitations and drill exercises, conducting

discussions, preparing, explaining, and supervising practice exercises

and independent work assignments, and the like., There would be emphasie

on student comprehension as the criterion for successful activities, and

on the need to elicit student performance regularly as a way to get feed-

back and,gauge student comprehension. There would be much emphasis on

teteaching students who fail to master something the first time through.

In particular, future teachers would learn that simply repeating the

same content and strategies probably will not be effective with such stu-

dents, so that it will be necessary to break down the task into smaller

partg, introduce more or different examples, probe for sources of con-

fusion, and so on.

I would take into account readiness and levels of concern in intro-

ducing such education and training to future teachers, starting with
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basic skills and survival tactics that can be taught and mastered in is-

oation,s'and requiring application in simple contexts'before moving on

tlor more complex ones. Teaching practice would begin with peers working

in pairs or in small teachinggroups,--then-move to teaching-students in

individual tutoring contexts, then to small group instruction, and only

then to whole class instruction. Teaching, of unfamiliar material would

nbt be required until there had been a great deal of experience teaching

familiar material. Independent planning would not be required until

future teachers were familiar. ith the curricula and students taught in

the grade levels in which they would-be working: Event then,' early em-

phasis would be on lesson planning, withhdiding weekly or unit planning

until the future teachers were experienced enough to know what were ap-

propriate expectations. ,

Jtist as we use counting sticks and Cuisenaire rods as simplifica-

tion aids ("crutches" if you will), in teaching arithmetic in the ear-

ly grades, we should be prepared to use simplification aids in the early

stages of training future teachers: scripting lessons, allowing use of

the teacher's guide or a homemade outline for quick referral during

teaching, standardized responses (even algorithms) for dealing with fail,

ures to respond to a question or with various\classroom management prob-

\\
lems, and the like. Early on, this may be the only,way for- future teach-

.

ers to cope efficiently with the complexities of theirNtask. Ultimately,

of course, we want them to be creative and flexible teachers who can

select from a rich repertoire those strategies most suited to the immedi-

ate situation. However, it takes time to build up that kind of repertoire

and to learn when and how to deviate from pre-established plans. This

development is likely to occur most smoothly'if student teachers are pro-

vided with whatever support and structure they seem to require.
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Inservice Education

I believe that we need a much greater investment in inservice teach-

er education than we have at the moment. This statement flows in part

from my desire to see-teat ber-edifta tic:in become an-some-ways-I- more like

medical education, particularly with the first fdli years on the job be-
.

ing treated as an internship with regular supervision by and feedback

from master teachers (note that such an internship, while probationary',

in one sense, would involve much more instruction, supervision, and in-

dividualized corrective feedback than occurs during present probationary

periods for tiew teachers).

It is not ju$t new teachers who need inservice education, however.

New curricula and methods appear all the time, and now that research on

the classroom has become well established, we can expect a modest but

steady output of information of direct relevance and use to teachers.

Furthermore, the revolution in birth control and family planning mention-
,:

ed earlier has initiated what will probably be a permanent reduction in

annual openings for new teachers. This, along with oth sociological

trends (greater percentages Pf teachers working due to financial neces-

sity and not just preference; higher percentages of female teachers re-

turning to their jobs after childbirth), means that teacher turnover is

likely to remain very low indefinitely. Thus, if changes in teacher be-

havior are desired, they will have to be accomplished mostly by retrain-

ing or other inservice activities with existing teachers rather than by

infusion of new blood into the system. Much of what I would like to see

in this regard has already been implied in the above discussion on pre-

service education. In addition, however, there are some changes that I

believe would be of special value for inservice teachers.
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First, I would like to see a breakdown in the isolation that teach-

ers experience in their everyday work so that they can benefit from peer

stimulation and corrective feedback. Teachers' classrooms-should be

visited much more, often, than they are. Here I mean all teachers, not

just probationary teachers, and I mean visitation for purposes of staff

development, not just accountability--visits by principals, supervisors,

master teachers, and others who might provide feedback and make valuable

suggestions.. In addition, I believe it is important to see that teachers

visit one anothers' claSSrooms. In the present system, most teachers are

exposed to only one or two models (to any extent), typically while they

are still in their preservice prograM. Once on the job, they get few

portunities to observe one another at work.' Yet, virtually all teachers

agree that this opportunity is one of the most stimulating and valuable

inservice educAion opportunities available. If I were running a school

district I would try to find Ways to make sure that each teacher visited

several other classrooms each year (preferably classrooms in other

schools). I would expect such visits to have significant positive ef-

fects on teachers even with minimal structuring, although I would expect

even greater benefits if the visits were well planned and coordinated

(see Gooa 8ropny, 1978) .

In particular, I would expect maximum benefits when teachers working

with similar grade levels and types of students formed cooperative pairs

or mall groups that would not only visit one anothers' classrooms for

their own stimulation, but also provide feedback to one another hnd work

together on problems of mutual interest. In ideal situations, this could

include audiotaping or videotaping of teachers in action in their class-

rooms, with later opportunity to review the tapes, repeatedly, discussing

5 Li
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strengths and weaknesses of the activities recorded, alternative methods

that might have been tried in situations that turned out poorly, and so

on. Besides the immediate specific benefits to, the teachers involved,

such procedures would have the added benefit of allowing teachers to

identify and;strive to meet theirrown inserVice needs, working coopera

tively with their peers in the process and (for a change) acting more as,

the professionals they are supposed to be.
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